Pratt Fine Arts Center Events
Pratt Fine Arts Center is a great place to take a break from the office! Our corporate events provide an
opportunity for your group to work together, exercise creativity, and make something with your hands. These
events can be tailored to meet your specific workplace needs from whimsical holiday parties to teambuilding
workshops.
Our pre-designed corporate events are designed to accommodate as few as 4 to as many as 75 people,
however we can custom design multi-studio events for groups as large as 125.
All Events at Pratt include:
•
•
•
•

4 hours of studio time
Fully-equipped art studios
All required project materials
Professional artist instructors
Optional Add-Ons

•
•
•
•

The option to bring in catering and refreshments
Catering coordination and other custom food and beverage add-ons *
Additional space can be rented for meetings, receptions or celebrations*
Certain projects allow you to incorporate custom designs or logos*
* Additional fees may apply
Our professional artist instructors will expertly guide your group through the process of creating either a
collaborative group project or individual works of art for each participant. Choose your preferred art-making
experience from our selection of carefully curated options, or request a custom proposal.
Pratt’s Studios:
•

Glass Arts

•

Printmaking

•

Jewelry/Metalsmithing

•

Sculpture

•

Woodworking

Pratt’s studio capacity varies by discipline. Corporate events at Pratt can be designed to accommodate as few
as 4 to as many as 125 people.
For more information, or to book your event contact: events@pratt.org or call 206-328-2200 ext 261

Activity

Description

Min
Capacity

Max
Capacity

Glass

Glassblowing

Experience the dramatic art of glassblowing
in Pratt’s fully-equipped hot shop! First, watch
professional glassblowers demonstrate the
tools and techniques. Then, with assistance,
work in small teams to gather, blow, and/or
shape molten glass into a variety of objects.
This popular workshop provides a unique
creative experience for private parties and
corporate events alike!

6

10

Glass

Glass Casting

4

10

Glass

Flat Glass
Fusing

4

10

Glass

Screenprinting
on Glass

4

10

6

10

Studio

Glass

Glass
Beadmaking

Fascinated by hot glass? Try casting it! Create
a variety of solid glass forms by ladling molten
glass into sand molds. Perfect for
teambuilding exercises, you’ll work as a group
to create sand molds and pour the molten
glass.

Perfect for beginners and youth, fuse and
melt colorful sheets of cut glass into gorgeous
and functional tiles, plates and more! For an
additional fee, fire the glass a second time in
one of Pratt’s many kilns to slump your fused
tile into a shallow bowl or basin.
Great for social groups and special
occasions, combine screenprinting and glass
fusing techniques to create unique glass tiles.
Choose a design from Pratt’s catalog of
screens, or for an additional fee, we’ll create
custom screens using your own imagery. Then
print your design and fire your tiles in one of
Pratt’s many kilns.

Work with a table-top mounted torch to melt
and manipulate rods of colorful glass into
intricate beads and/or ornaments. Perfect for
social groups and special occasions, work
together to create a stunning glass bead
necklace, or exchange the hand-made
ornaments or charms among your group
members!

2D
Printmaking

Creative
Collage

2D
Printmaking

Monotype
Printmaking

Make playful collages using paper, cloth,
found objects and other materials. You’ll also
learn image transfer techniques designed to
integrate your own drawings or other designs
into the assembled works of art. Collaborate
with your group or make an individual
masterpiece!

6

15

6

15

4

8

6

50

6

10

Blacksmithing

Blacksmithing, also known as forging, is the
process of shaping steel with heat and hand
tools. Using basic tools and techniques that
have been practiced by blacksmiths for
centuries, you will hammer, twist and bend
hot stainless steel into a variety of sculptural
forms and functional objects.

6

12

Jewelry
Metalsmithing

Metal Jewelry
- Pendant or
Earrings

Create a custom-designed pendant or
earrings by working with a variety of tools and
equipment to manipulate, texturize, and
color a selection of nonferrous metals. (Group
decides which item to make, pendant or
earrings, upon booking)

6

12

Jewelry
Metalsmithing

Spinner Rings

Spinning rings that can be stamped with
customized phrases!

6

10

2D
Printmaking

Letterpress

2D
Printmaking

Screenprinting

Metal
Sculpture

Welding

Metal
Sculpture

Create uniquely textured prints using stencils,
drawings, and elements from nature. Working
in Pratt’s fully-equipped print studio, you’ll
experiment with a variety of monotyping
techniques to create colorful compositions on
paper.
Create unique greeting cards, bookmarks,
and other prints in our intimate letterpress
studio – a perfect venue for small social
groups! You’ll learn to hand-set metal type as
well as ink and operate a vintage letterpress.
Employ creative screenprinting techniques on
paper using a variety of pre-designed screens
and colorful water-based inks. For an
additional fee, we’ll create custom screens
using your own imagery, and/or provide tshirts or tote bags to make your own customprinted swag. Perfect for social groups and
corporate events!
Work together as a group to design and
assemble either a stainless steel garden trellis,
chair, or sculpture using the tools and
techniques associated with the metal inert
gas (MIG) welding process. An extraordinary
and collaborative experience for corporate
groups, consider incorporating a company
logo or other custom design for an additional
fee.

Jewelry
Metalsmithing

Wood Jewelry

Jewelry
Metalsmithing

Forged
Skewers

Jewelry
Metalsmithing

Metal Mosaic

Jewelry/Metal
smithing

Felting

Wood

Wood Sampler

Wood

Spoon Carving

Beautiful, versatile and widely available,
wood is an ideal and unconventional
material for jewelry. Using a variety of hand
tools, you will shape, carve and finish wood to
create a unique pendant or pair of earrings.

Working jewelry-scale, forge and manipulate
hot stainless steel into decorative
marshmallow or BBQ skewers. Perfect for
beginners, you’ll learn methods that
metalsmiths have practiced for centuries.
Toast your success at the end of your
workshop with a marshmallow roasting at the
forge!
Work as a team to design and produce a
collaborative metal mosaic. Your group will
cut, texture, and stamp a variety of
nonferrous metal tiles and arrange them on a
panel to produce a unique assembled
image. Great collaborative project for private
and corporate parties alike!

Create colorful felt pins, rings, ropes and more
while discovering basic felting techniques
including fiber layout, wet felting and
shaping, and hand-stitching beaded
embellishments. Perfect for private parties or
small social groups!
Enjoy a delightful sampling of woodworking
techniques in Pratt’s fully equipped wood
shop. You will work with a wood lathe and
other tools used to turn wood, learn the
basics of wood carving with hand tools, and
understand the simple yet remarkable
methods of steam bending. Suitable for up to
15 people, your group will rotate through
these three woodworking stations during this
four-hour workshop.

Experience the joy of carving using hand
tools. You will learn the basics of wood
carving with hand tools and create your very
own carved spoon in this four hour hand tools
workshop.

6

12

4

8

6

12

4

12

6

15

4

10

